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Two approaches approaches
Deterministic network models Metapopulation models with patches that behave more or less like sources
There are many issues that may There are many issues that may affect affect extinction and persistence extinction and persistence Single species, multi Single species, multi--patch patch math math stuff stuff the persistence problem: the analysis of the stability properties of the matrix C, with entries c ij =b j p ij a i , where a i is the approximate per capita larval production in habitat patch i, b j is the fraction of larvae arriving in habitat patch j that successfully settle (until censused the following year) when the species is rare, and p ij is the probability that a larva produced in habitat j ends up in habitat i . Hastings and Higgins, 1994 How common is the transient How common is the transient behavior just described? behavior just described?
Network only matters if no single
That is what we will now look at Requires attention to both mathematics and biology Biological issues are important Notion of 'regime shifts' (Carpenter) Response to climate change?
Movement plus dynamics (Hastings, Movement plus dynamics (Hastings, 1993 1993 , Ecology) )
Step 1 (local dynamics):
Step 2 
